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Abstract In the four decades since the discovery that a discrete Bronze Age preceded the

Iron Age in mainland Southeast Asia, much has been learned about the dating, technology,

production, organization, and use of bronze metallurgy in the region, particularly in pre-

historic Thailand. Although independent invention of copper smelting in Southeast Asia

has not been considered likely by most regional archaeologists since the 1980s, the source

of copper-base technology and the mechanisms of adoption remain poorly understood.

Arguments claiming that the primary stimulus for the appearance of copper-base metal-

lurgy in Southeast Asia came from early states in the Central Plain of China have domi-

nated recent discussions, but anthropological approaches to technology transmission,

adoption, and adaptation have yet to be systematically explored. After summarizing the

current evidence for early bronze metallurgy in Thailand, this paper proposes an alternative

to the predominant Sinocentric view of the source for Southeast Asian bronze technology.

It will be proposed on both chronological and technological grounds that the first bronze

metallurgy in Southeast Asia was derived from pre-Andronovo late third millennium BC

Eurasian forest-steppe metals technology, and not from the second millennium, techno-

logically distinctive, élite-sponsored bronze metallurgy of the Chinese Erlitou or Erligang

Periods. Hypotheses for a transmission route and a research agenda for resolving debates

on bronze origins in Southeast Asia are offered.

Keywords Early bronze metallurgy � Technological transmission � Ban Chiang �
Seima–Turbino � Bronze Age � Thailand � Southeast Asia

Introduction

Archaeological research in Southeast Asia is a relatively new field and there are huge gaps

in our fundamental data and understanding. Large areas such as Myanmar and Laos remain

little explored. Even in subregions such as northeast Thailand, where there have been
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several decades of research, the data are quite thin. For example, there are no fully

articulated, dated and published, stratigraphically-based regional ceramic sequences widely

used by prehistorians in mainland Southeast Asia. Southeast Asian archaeologists debate

many of the most basic aspects of regional culture history—how old a pottery type is, when

glass, iron, or any other technology first appears, when and where social forms such as

chiefdoms or states first appear, and so forth. The paucity of much basic archaeological

evidence does not, however, dampen interest in broader disciplinary questions such as why

and how technological, social, economic, and other changes have occurred, even if the data

allow only preliminary and speculative statements rather than enduring and quantitatively

based assessments.

When, where, and by what mechanisms bronze metallurgy first appeared in Southeast

Asia have been topics of scholarly debate for more than 40 years. Because the evidence for

the earliest bronze metallurgy in the region indicates that it appeared fully-developed, and

no signs of an experimental period have been found, the scholarly consensus, despite

occasional flashes of discussion (e.g. Higham 1996, 2002, pp. 166, 353, 2006, p. 19; vide
Sherratt 2006, pp. 43–44) is that metallurgy—the system of manufacturing, distributing,

and using metals and metal objects—was derived from elsewhere. The dating and source of

the earliest metals in the region remains a major topic of dispute even today (Higham and

Higham 2009; Pigott and Ciarla 2007; White 2008). Scholars interested in the issues

include many who are not regional prehistorians (Linduff 1998, p. 633; Mair 1998a; Muhly

1988; Sherratt 2006), because metal technology may be one of the best media through

which to explore the details of socio-cultural interactions and relations across Eurasia from

the fourth through to the first millennium BC (Kohl 2008). In short, understanding the

adoption of metallurgy in mainland Southeast Asia could provide important insights into

the nature and events of late Holocene Eurasian technology and culture at a continental

scale (Sherratt 2006, pp. 43–44).

Most current attempts to explain the appearance of bronze in Southeast Asia look north

to early states of the Huanghe (Yellow River) Central Plain and their sophisticated bronze

tradition for the initial stimulus for bronze metallurgy reaching Southeast Asia (Fig. 1;

Higham 1996, 2002; Pigott and Ciarla 2007). In this paper, mainland Southeast Asia refers

to the territory encompassed by modern Myanmar (Burma), Thailand, Laos, Vietnam,

Cambodia, and the peninsular portion of Malaysia. (To avoid any implied conflation of the

modern nation state of China with past cultures that existed within its territory, we use

People’s Republic of China or PRC to refer to the modern nation-state, and geographic

terms such as river basins or specific provinces when referring to a geographic zone or

subunits within PRC boundaries inhabited by past societies).

Proposals for the source of Southeast Asian bronze technology that look to the Huanghe

Central Plain are framed in a diffusionist idiom (cf. Kroeber 1963 [1923]), e.g. tracing the

geography of cultural traits in terms such as the ‘spread of the idea’ of smelting from the

more sophisticated Erlitou–Erligang–Shang Chinese cultures to the less complex societies

of Southeast Asia via networks of contact and exchange. We argue that these Sinocentric

models are flawed for chronological, technological, and conceptual reasons.

One conceptual problem in Sinocentric models is the primacy given to state level

societies in traditional understandings of the Bronze Age.

In all other corners of the Bronze Age world—China, Mesopotamia, Anatolia, the

Aegean, and central Europe—we find the introduction of bronze metallurgy asso-

ciated with a complex of social, political, and economic developments that mark the

‘rise of the state’. Only in Southeast Asia, especially in Thailand and Vietnam, do
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these developments seem to be missing, and explaining (or eliminating) this

anomalous situation is one of the major challenges of archaeological and archaeo-

metallurgical research during the next decade. (Muhly 1988, p. 16)

This oft-cited quotation has stimulated considerable research and discussion by Southeast

Asian archaeologists in the years since its publication. Some (e.g. Higham 1996, 2006,

p. 19, 2009; Higham and Higham 2009) have sought to eliminate the ‘anomaly’ by

advocating short chronologies and seeking evidence for a clear relationship between

bronze metallurgy in Southeast Asia and intra- and extraregional development of economic

and political élites, marked social hierarchies, and state formation activities. Others

(O’Reilly 2001; White 1995; White and Pigott 1996) have examined the socio-economic

context for early metal-using cultures in Southeast Asia to understand how non-urban, non-

state societies organized production and use of metals in less-stratified configurations.

Since the discovery of early bronze in Thailand, the opening of formerly inaccessible

parts of the Eurasian continent to modern archaeological research and translations of Russian

Fig. 1 Map of Asia and eastern Europe showing important sites and geographic features mentioned in the
text. Adapted from the Encyclopedic World Atlas 2002, p. 10. Seima–Turbino sites (triangles) in Eurasia are
taken from Chernykh 1992, p. 192. Ardeth Abrams, illustrator
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and Chinese archaeology have provided new data and new conceptual models pertinent to

the history of metals in Asia. New evidence ranges from discovery and definition of formerly

unknown bronze-producing cultures, such as Tianshanbeilu in eastern Xinjiang (Mei 2003,

2004), to recognition of the great cultural dynamism of metal-using societies in central parts

of Asia beginning in the fourth millennium BC (Anthony 2007; Chernykh 1992; Kohl 2007,

2008; Koryakova and Epimakhov 2007; Kuz’mina 2008; Linduff 2004a; Mair 1998b), to

new AMS dates that have provided an absolute chronology for, and sometimes re-ordered,

cultural sequences that had previously been organized using relative culture-historical

frameworks with poor or no chronometric evidence (e.g. Hanks et al. 2007).

As more non-state bronze-producing societies have been discovered or made better

known by the availability of translations of Russian archaeological scholarship, the idea

that the ‘Bronze Age’ was necessarily associated with early state formation (e.g. Muhly

1988, p. 16) has required revision. Examinations of the spread of metallurgy in non-

urbanized Eurasia by Chernykh (1992, p. 191) and Kohl (2007, pp. 178–179) led to the

observation that ‘the Late Bronze archaeological record for the western Eurasian steppes

documents relations that are more egalitarian and less stratified than what is known of the

Early and Middle Bronze periods’ (Kohl 2007, pp. 178–179). Kohl’s (2007) concluding

chapter 6 portrays a vastly different, richer and more diverse Bronze Age than the one

envisioned in the influential but now dated Muhly quotation. In the context of these non-

urban, less-stratified Eurasian Bronze Age societies, the weakly-ranked metal-producing

prehistoric societies of Thailand appear less aberrant than when they were first discovered.

Recent scholarship on the anthropology of technology transmission (e.g. O’Brien 2008;

Schiffer 2001a, b, 2005, 2008) also provides new conceptual tools with which to address

the complexities of why and how technologies move from one society to another. In this

regard it is important to differentiate a ‘technology’ (the application of knowledge of the

material properties of physical things to achieve practical purposes) from a ‘technological

system’ (the way technological knowledge is implemented in a specific context). So for

example, during the second millennium BC, the Huanghe Central Plain states and

Southeast Asia each had knowledge of bronze technology, but the technological systems

for producing and using bronze artifacts in the two regions were markedly different.

The production of metal and metal artifacts is a ‘complex technological system’, here

defined as a system involving suites of interacting technologies comprising more than one

material and requiring multiple production steps (modified from Schiffer 2005; see also

Costin 2005, p. 1054). Technological knowledge is applied to the manipulation of two or

more materials in order to attain a finished product, and a division of labor is also required to

conduct the full sequence of steps to implement the technology. The smelting of copper and

the production of bronze artifacts are parts of a complex technological system involving

the acquisition and manipulation of ores and fuels, the creation of refractory ceramics, the

refining of molten metal, alloying, casting, fabrication and manipulation of molds, and the

management of post-casting treatments such as working. When one appreciates the amount

of knowledge and the number of skills and steps involved in even the simplest metal

production system, it is difficult to imagine how transfer of this technology to a society with

no prior experience of working with metals could occur without direct instruction.

As ancient metal production systems around the world are studied, it is clear that

different solutions to the innumerable technological challenges entailed in creating metal

artifacts have been developed by different societies. These variant solutions have been

considered ‘technological choices’, in that other possible roads to addressing that technical

problem exist and were in fact likely known. For example, one society chooses blow pipes,

another double piston bellows to apply air to raise temperatures during a smelt, and
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frequently choices are made for reasons unconnected with Western notions of labor effi-

ciency or scale (Epstein 1993; Hosler 1995; Killick 2004; Schiffer 2004). Defining the

particular technological system of an area and its range of technological choices requires

investigating not only finished products, but also the manufacturing equipment and debris,

evidence of the production steps, the materials technology for both finished products and

manufacturing equipment, and the systemic interrelationships among all these components.

To determine the source of the knowledge of metalworking in Southeast Asia requires not

merely looking at who produced the geographically nearest metal artifacts at a suitable

period of time, but who produced the nearest artifacts using a similar technological system.

Transmission of complex metal technologies to an area with no prior experience in

metalworking is not likely to have occurred by mere exposure to the idea of smelting or by

emulation of goods made of metal (vide Schiffer 2008, p. 107; Van Pool 2008), particularly

in areas lacking evidence of a period of experimentation. We now review the technological

system evident in the earliest bronze evidence of Southeast Asia in order to better assess

the source(s) from which it might have come.

The Early Southeast Asian Metallurgical System

The Earliest Metal Evidence

The clearest evidence for the appearance of metallurgy in Southeast Asia comes from Ban

Chiang in northeast Thailand (Table 1), from the excavations conducted by the University

of Pennsylvania Museum and the Fine Arts Department of Thailand in 1974 and 1975

(hereafter Penn/FAD excavations). Ban Chiang is a mixed mortuary/occupation site with

prehistoric deposits extending at least from the late third millennium BC to the first

millennium AD. (All chronometric dates presented here are calibrated, based on the Int-

Cal04 calibration curve by OxCal v. 4.0.1.). The earliest metal evidence comes from the

Table 1 Lower Early Period metal artifacts and crucibles found at Ban Chiang (BC = the 1974 excava-
tion; BCES = the 1975 excavation, 100 m from BC)

BC BCES

Levels Burial metals Non-burial metals Levels Burial metals Non-burial metals

7 3 amorphous 2d 5 bangles _

2 flat 2c _ 1 crucible

2 crucibles 1 amorphous

2b _ 1 wire/rod

2a 1 spear point 1 flat

6 2 amorphous 1a

1 slag

1 crucible

5 1 flat

2 amorphous

1 wire/rod

4 1 amorphous

Total 16 10
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Ban Chiang lower Early Period. AMS dates on rice inclusions in burial pottery provide a

range of c. 2100–1700 BC for the lower Early Period of the site (White 2008). Bronze is

missing from the very lowest cultural contexts in the lower Early Period, but fragments are

found in occupation contexts in levels producing AMS dates around 2000 BC. The earliest

metal grave good recovered from the Penn/FAD excavations, a bent-tip socketed spear

point (Fig. 2a), comes from a lower Early Period level with dates around 1800 BC (a full

discussion of AMS dating of early Ban Chiang metals is in White 1997 and 2008).

Fig. 2 Bronze grave goods from prehistoric Thailand, from the early second millennium BC: a socketed
bent-tip spear point BCES 762/2834, from Ban Chiang BCES Burial 76, the flexed burial of a 25–30 year
old male; b anklets BCES 526/1592, BCES 595/1984, and BCES 596A/1984, from Ban Chiang BCES
Burial 38, a supine burial of a child about 4 years old; c deep-socketed implement NNT-152, from Non Nok
Tha; d bar from Ban Mai Chaimongkol Burial 6ii
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Of the 26 metal or metal-related artifacts excavated from lower Early Period burial and

non-burial contexts at Ban Chiang by Penn/FAD (Table 1), five copper-base bangles

(Fig. 2b) and one copper-base socketed spear point (Fig. 2a) were grave goods. One wire,

one rod, four flat pieces (possible fragments from implements), and nine amorphous

copper-base pieces (probably casting spillage) came from non-burial occupation contexts

such as general soil matrix, features, or fill around graves. The presence of one piece of

slag and four crucible fragments from Ban Chiang lower Early Period contexts suggests

that on-site casting (but not necessarily smelting) was practiced from the initial appearance

of metal at the site. This early second millennium BC evidence supports the conclusion that

bronze appeared at Ban Chiang as a fully developed technology.

Evidence from other Southeast Asian sites of copper-base metallurgy older than 1500

BC is rare and less thoroughly documented than at Ban Chiang. The dating of the earliest

copper-base metals from the mortuary/occupation site of Non Nok Tha has long been

debated (Bayard 1972, 1979, 1981, 1996–1997; Higham 1996–1997, 2002, p. 129, 2004;

Solheim 1968), but there is evidence that the oldest metal there, including a remarkable,

thin-walled, deep-socketed tin-bronze implement (known by the nickname ‘WOST’, for

‘World’s Oldest Socketed Tool’; Fig. 2c), could date to the late third millennium BC

(Bacus 2006; Bayard 1996–1997; Higham 1989, pp. 98, 102; Spriggs 1996–1997, p. 943).

In central Thailand, a bronze bar recovered from a Lower Bronze Phase burial 6ii at Ban

Mai Chaimongkol (Fig. 2d) has been cross-dated to some time during the early second

millennium BC, based on its position in the Ban Mai Chaimongkol ceramic sequence

relative to dated ceramic sequences from other sites in central Thailand (Onsuwan 2000,

p. 114; Eyre 2006, pp. 100–101, 161, 327). In northern Vietnam, the earliest appearance of

copper-base artifacts appears to date from the early second millennium BC in deposits

from Phung Nguyen and other contemporaneous cultures. The earliest metal remains are

described as ‘bronze waste material’ from six Phung Nguyen sites, ‘traces of bronze’ from

Doan Thuong, a site related to Ma Dong, and ‘two baked clay casting moulds’ from the late

Phung Nguyen site of Dong Vong (Pham Minh Huyen 2004, p. 190).

In summary, the earliest evidence for copper-base technology in Southeast Asia consists

of: (1) jewellery, particularly bangles; (2) socketed implements, cast in bivalve molds with

suspended cores (the Ban Chiang bent-tip spear point and the Non Nok Tha deep-socketed

implement); (3) flat cast artifacts, including the Ban Mai Chaimongkol bar and occasional

fishhooks and arrow heads; (4) flat and rod-like pieces that could have been fragments

of implements; (5) small amorphous pieces, most of which are probably casting spillage;

(6) crucibles and crucible fragments; and (7) ceramic casting molds.

Technological System Overview: Evidence for Style and Choices

Raw Material Acquisition

Elemental analyses of prehistoric copper-base artifacts from Thailand indicate that tin-

bronze was the preferred metal from the initial appearance of copper-base metallurgy, so

the earliest metalworkers needed to obtain both tin and copper. Systematic archaeological

research into how copper was obtained in prehistory has only just begun. The Thailand

Archaeometallurgy Project (Pigott 1998; Pigott and Natapintu 1988; Pigott and Weisgerber

1998; Pigott et al. 1997) has documented two major locations with evidence of prehistoric

copper production. Phu Lon in northeast Thailand is a copper mining complex located

along the Mekong River about 160 km west of Ban Chiang. The Khao Wong Prachan

valley in central Thailand has at least three substantial outcrops of copper ore and several
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ore processing/smelting sites in their vicinity. No evidence for mining or smelting that

dates to the early second millennium BC has been excavated in Southeast Asia, but

evidence from these two localities exploited some centuries later can be used to gain some

understanding of probable early procedures.

Phu Lon, where the principal ore mined was malachite, has at least two well defined

locales for ore processing located in the immediate vicinity of the mining areas. The early

mining efforts consisted of grubbing surface exposures with heavy oblong river cobbles,

resulting in small rounded pits (Pigott and Natapintu 1996–1997, pp. 789–790). These

hammerstones may have been hand-held, as there is no hafting groove or other indication

of hafting (Pigott and Weisgerber 1998). During later periods of use, mine shafts following

mineral veins were created. Eventually, it appears, the profusion of mine shafts and gal-

leries in the hill led to the mine collapsing in on itself (Pigott and Weisgerber 1998).

Hundreds of stone mining mauls and ore-crushing tools were found around the site, with

the latter especially in ore-crushing locations. Some 96 fragments of crucibles were

recovered, often with some adhering slag, of the same morphology but perhaps somewhat

smaller than the crucibles found at Ban Chiang and related sites (Vernon 1996–1997). In

the absence of fixed installations such as bowl furnaces, it has been suggested that these

crucibles were used in smelting processes (Pigott and Natapintu 1996–1997, p. 793). In the

slag adhering to crucibles were found prills of copper, tin, and tin-bronze, showing that

these metals were processed in the crucibles at Phu Lon as well (Pigott 1998; Pigott and

Natapintu 1988; Pigott and Weisgerber 1998; Vernon 1996–1997). Tin ore such as cas-

siterite is not known to exist in the immediate vicinity of Phu Lon; thus it is possible that

tin smelted from elsewhere, or cassiterite itself, was brought to Phu Lon for processing.

Sources of alluvial tin are known in northern Laos across the Mekong. Most of the Phu Lon

mining and ore processing remains date from the first millennium BC. There is one mid-

second millennium BC date which could suggest earlier activity at the mine. Mining at Phu

Lon appears to have been small-scale, episodic, and probably seasonal, though exploitation

did continue for centuries.

In contrast to the relatively small scale metal exploitation at Phu Lon, the Khao Wong

Prachan valley in central Thailand has evidence for more ore resource locales and more

intensive use (Natapintu 1988). Two copper-production sites in the Khao Wong Prachan

valley, Non Pa Wai and Nil Kham Haeng, are among the largest prehistoric copper pro-

duction sites currently known in Asia. The slag remains at Non Pa Wai alone are estimated

to weigh hundreds of thousands of tons (Pigott 1999). Unlike at Phu Lon, where the ore

processing locations were adjacent to the mine, the Khao Wong Prachan ore processing/

smelting localities are a couple of kilometers from the probable locations of the actual

copper mines. The metal processing sites suggest sustained prehistoric use, which the

excavators argue began some time after 1500 BC and continued through the first millen-

nium BC (Pigott 1999). Non Pa Wai has evidence of use as a smelting location with its

metres-thick deposit of slag, ore, crucible fragments, and cup/conical molds probably used

for ingot production. At the base of the deposit are human burials, some of which are

thought to date from the late third or early second millennium BC. The earliest burials are

not considered related to metallurgical activity, but later burials probably dating to the later

second millennium BC contained ceramic bivalve mold pairs for the casting of deep-

socketed adze–axes. Massive ore crushing and copper smelting took place at Nil Kham

Haeng during the first millennium BC and, as a site, its matrix is composed primarily of

slag and crushed ore/host rock. The site yielded mortuary remains from throughout its

sequence. Unlike Phu Lon, no evidence of alloying or tin processing has yet been found at

Khao Wong Prachan sites.
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The ore deposits in the Khao Wong Prachan valley are rich in both iron and copper; the

copper deposits include malachite, chrysocolla, and chalcopyrite (Natapintu 1988).

Analysis of the ore fragments found in the cultural deposits shows that both oxidic and

sulfidic copper ores were smelted (Pryce and Pigott 2008). Rostoker et al. (1989) suggested

that the copper metal was produced by co-smelting, involving the inadvertent and

simultaneous reduction of oxidic and sulfidic ores. Co-smelting produces metal in a direct

one-step process, which may yield large quantities of slag (Pigott 1999; Rostoker et al.

1989). In co-smelting, along with smelted copper, some residual matte is often produced

which could then be resmelted to copper. Successful co-smelting requires only a high

temperature (*1250�C) and a sulfur-rich atmosphere (Rostoker et al. 1989), but no fixed

installations, and can be driven by dry wood fuel. Slag cakes, often fragmentary, were

recovered from Non Pa Wai, probably resulting from the pouring out of the smelt product

from crucibles on to the ground. At Nil Kham Haeng somewhat different procedures were

used and the slag, on current evidence, is presumed to have formed in shallow bowl

furnaces lined with chaff-tempered clay. Following smelting the slag was systematically

crushed and could have been used for fluxing and resmelting. At Nil Kham Haeng, it is

possible that lower-grade ores with higher sulfide contents were increasingly employed as

higher-grade oxidic deposits were depleted by intensive production in the region (Pigott

1998; Pryce 2009; Pryce and Pigott 2008).

More investigation of these and other mining and ore processing sites in Southeast Asia

is needed, but one can make some observations regarding technological choices in the

early evidence for ore acquisition at these sites. Although the Khao Wong Prachan valley

sites, based on the enormous volumes of production debris, strongly suggest greater

intensity of exploitation than Phu Lon, with more output and greater permanency of

residence, the two areas have elements in common. In both areas, evaluation of the evi-

dence for production organization, in light of Costin’s (1991) criteria, strongly suggests

that small, essentially autonomous work units of labor, such as households, undertook

metal processing using flexible low-technology approaches (White and Pigott 1996).

Refractories

The refractory technological systems in prehistoric Thailand suggest a preference for

flexible, portable, multi-use equipment over specialized, task-specific, or large volume

equipment. The evidence indicates that both smelting and melting of metal were done in

portable internally heated crucibles at least initially, with the later addition of the bowl

furnaces at Nil Kham Haeng that date to the first millennium BC.

Common Southeast Asian Crucible Production The earliest, simplest, and apparently

most widespread crucibles are small, usually spouted bowls (Fig. 3). Such crucibles

(which, because of their wide distribution, we will call ‘common Southeast Asian

crucibles’), are found at many mortuary/occupation sites in northeast Thailand,

including Ban Chiang, Ban Tong, Ban Phak Top, and Don Klang (Vernon 1996–1997,

1997), Ban Na Di (Higham and Kijngam 1984, p. 130), Non Nok Tha (Bayard and

Solheim 1991), and Ban Non Wat (Higham 2008), as well as at the mining site of Phu

Lon (Vernon 1996–1997). Natapintu (1988, p. 122) illustrates an example from Noen

Klong Bamrung in central Thailand. Higham (1984, p. 236) implies that similar cru-

cibles are also found in north to south Vietnam and central Cambodia. Spouted cru-

cibles have been noted in Cambodia at Samrong Sen (date unknown), and a larger one
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(16 cm high) in Dongson contexts at Lang Ca (Murowchick 1988, p. 190, Fig. 17.18).

The evidence from northeast Thailand suggests that these small crucibles were used for

all processes requiring containment of molten metal, including smelting, refining,

alloying, and melting.

Four fragments of this kind of common crucible, including one fragment with a spout,

were found in lower Early Period deposits in Ban Chiang, indicating that this piece of

production equipment was adopted at the first appearance of copper-base metallurgy in

Thailand. Crucibles of this kind were probably embedded in depressions in the ground or in

small hearth-like installations, such as those uncovered at Ban Na Di (Higham 1988,

p. 133, Fig. 13.5). The heat source was piled above the crucible and its charge, a point

supported by vitrification on the interior of the crucibles (Vernon 1996–1997, p. 816; see

also Barnard 1980, pp. 225–227 and Rehren 2003 for descriptions of procedures for using

small internally heated crucibles).

Observations made on the Ban Chiang crucibles indicate that their size was suitable for

casting the range of copper-base artifacts recovered from the site. This evidence suggests

that the goal was to prepare small batches of molten metal suitable for creating one or two

artifacts at a time. The crucible fabric is often tempered with rice chaff, which can help the

internally heated crucible remain intact during the relatively short processing period

necessary for small batches of metal. In the Ban Chiang region, the same crucible type was

used for more than two millennia, implying that this refractory style was very successful in

meeting the needs of the region’s prehistoric societies.

A notable performance-enhancing characteristic of many of the small spouted crucibles

is the presence of lagging—a quartz-rich clay slurry lining that probably insulated the

earthenware crucibles from the high interior temperatures, helping to prevent cracking of

the clay bodies while they held molten metal (Vernon 1997). Lagging may also have

facilitated successful pouring of the molten metal during the casting process by preventing

the metal from seeping into the crucible body. Lagging contributed to the success of

internally heated crucibles made of local earthenware clays that are less refractory than, for

example, kaolinite clays.

Technical analysis of the four crucible fragments from lower Early Period Ban Chiang

showed that all four had rice husk temper and adhering dross or slag, two had interior

Fig. 3 An intact crucible from
Ban Chiang illustrating the
common Southeast Asian
internally heated crucible type
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vitrification, and a metal prill was extracted from one crucible piece. One with a spout had

lagging.

First identified at the mining site of Phu Lon by William Vernon (1996–1997), lagging

has since been found in crucibles from most sites in northeast Thailand where this feature

was looked for by analysts (Vernon 1996–1997; White et al. 1991; Hayden Cawte, per-

sonal communication). At least one layer of lagging was present on 62 of the 87 crucibles

or crucible fragments found at Ban Chiang, and 31 of the 96 crucible pieces from Phu Lon

(Vernon 1996–1997, p. 210). White and Pigott (1996) argued that the finds of the same

basic crucible technology near mines, and also in villages some distance from mines,

suggest that while primary metal production took place near ore sources, refining and

casting took place in the villages. The recovery of these crucibles in the lower Early Period

at Ban Chiang, far from ore sources and with almost no evidence for on-site smelting,

suggests that a segmented production system (different production steps occurring at

different locations) was in place from the initial appearance of metallurgy in northeast

Thailand. More published data on crucibles from other sites in Asia are needed to further

define the geographic and temporal extent of common Southeast Asian crucible

production.

Khao Wong Prachan Valley Crucible Production A later crucible variant is found only in

central Thailand in the Khao Wong Prachan valley and at a related locus, Khao Sai On

about 20 km to the south (Ciarla 1992, p. 126). These distinctive crucibles are unspouted,

unlagged (Vincent Pigott, personal communication), and, though the size and shape can be

variable, are on average larger (*8–10 cm internal diameter and *12 cm high; Bennett

1988) than the spouted crucibles found in the northeast, though still portable and internally

heated. They were associated with the use of another distinctive piece of refractory

equipment—portable reusable furnace chimneys pierced with holes. It is assumed that the

holes were for wind or bellows although no traces of tuyères have been found. Pigott

suggested that the strong and consistent winds found during the dry season were enough to

power small smelts, and this suggestion is being tested experimentally (Pryce 2009;

cf. Bunk et al. 2004; Pryce et al. 2007). While distribution of chimneys in the Khao Wong

Prachan valley is currently under review, they are particularly common during the first

millennium BC at Nil Kham Haeng where they are even found in burials.

Judging from the hundreds of thousands of tons of slag and hundreds of thousands of

crucible fragments, production was undertaken on an industrial scale at Non Pa Wai and

Nil Kham Haeng and probably other nearby localities. Khao Wong Prachan valley crucible

production appears to be associated with casting of ingots in cup/conical molds. Small

copper artifacts as well as numerous small bivalve molds for casting these small artifacts

have also been recovered. Nil Kham Haeng had abundant thin socketed cordiform-shaped

implements (Pigott 1999, p. 18, Fig. 14) of unknown function, along with bivalve molds

for casting such objects. The overall evidence is consistent with a step toward mass

production, with the larger (but still portable and internally heated) crucibles having a

sufficient quantity of molten metal to pour into multiple molds (Pigott 1999; Pigott et al.

1997). During the first millennium BC small bowl furnaces came into use at Nil Kham

Haeng (Pigott et al. 1997).

The relationship (if any) of the Khao Wong Prachan valley crucible production to the

common Southeast Asian crucible production is unclear. Although the Khao Wong Pra-

chan valley was occupied prior to 1500 BC (Pigott and Natapintu 1996–1997), no evidence

demonstrates that metal was used or produced during the earlier occupation. Nor has the
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common Southeast Asian crucible type been identified in the valley, although complete

bivalve mold pairs for larger socketed adze–axes comparable to those found elsewhere in

Southeast Asia have been recovered from later second millennium metalworkers’ burials in

basal Non Pa Wai (Pigott and Natapintu 1996–1997, p. 798). Nevertheless, despite their

differences, both the common and Khao Wong Prachan valley crucible production styles

are based on portable, internally heated crucible technology. The Khao Wong Prachan

valley was apparently oriented toward higher volume output, larger batch sizes, and more

nucleated production, with multiple production steps occurring in close proximity, but still

with a mostly portable technology. The enormous number of ingot molds demonstrates that

the area was engaged in providing raw material for casting on site, and probably at other

locations.

Alloying

The elemental analyses done thus far indicate that binary tin–bronze was the alloy of

choice beginning with the earliest appearance of Southeast Asian prehistoric copper-base

artifacts. So far no evidence of working native copper has been found in prehistoric

contexts in Thailand (further supporting the lack of an experimental stage in metalworking

in the region). Elemental analyses of three lower Early Period artifacts from Ban Chiang

graves show that all were 10% tin–bronze, with no other major elements or impurities. The

early thin-walled socketed Non Nok Tha adze is also a binary tin–bronze (Selimkhanov

1979). SEM/EDS analysis of the flat cast bar from Ban Mai Chaimongol showed that the

tin content ranged from 7 to 13%, with low levels of lead (Nash n.d.). Deliberately shaped,

unalloyed copper artifacts are occasionally found at Ban Chiang. Elevated levels of lead,

arsenic, and antimony also are sometimes found, but only the lead is thought to have been

deliberately added, suggesting that some flexibility in alloying was present in the second

millennium BC. The products of the Khao Wong Prachan valley sites were apparently

almost entirely unalloyed copper, which suggests that alloying may have varied by pro-

duction center. In this regard it is noteworthy that there are no tin sources close to the Khao

Wong Prachan valley. Based on the study of prills in crucibles from Phu Lon (Vernon

1996–1997), we know that some alloying occurred at this primary production site, but

based on studies of prills in Ban Chiang crucibles (Vernon, personal communication),

alloying was probably also done at villages far from ore sources, which were doing their

own artifact casting.

Object Fabrication

Another fundamental component of any metal technological system is how the smelted and

alloyed metal was shaped into the desired form of the final product. The discussion below

reviews what are believed to be the two most common object fabrication techniques found

in prehistoric Thailand (the source of most of the available analytical data): lost wax

casting and bivalve mold casting. In prehistoric Thailand, it appears that both formation

techniques aimed to cast the object as close as possible to its final shape, with minimal

post-casting modifications. Forging (shaping metal by cycles of heating and hammering)

and cold working, while occasionally practiced, were overall less important than in western

Old World traditions (Sherratt 2006, p. 44). Metallographic analyses of seven Ban Chiang

lower Early Period artifacts demonstrated that all but one were left as cast. The bent-tip

spear point had been annealed after casting, perhaps to bend the tip, with some possible

work before and after annealing (Ban Chiang Project n.d.; Stech and Maddin 1988).
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A socketed adze–axe from Non Nok Tha was splayed by hammering and annealing (Smith

1973). The flat bar from Ban Mai Chaimongol was left as cast (Nash n.d.).

Lost Wax Casting It has long been thought that the main technique used to create ban-

gles, the most common deliberately shaped copper-base artifacts recovered from prehis-

toric contexts in Thailand, was the lost wax technique (Higham and Kijngam 1984, pp. 81,

125; Smith 1973, p. 29; Stech Wheeler and Maddin 1976, p. 43). The earliest bangles are

generally simple closed rings whose shafts have a circular cross-section; metallography

shows that bangles were almost always left ‘as cast’. Fragments identified by the exca-

vators as being from clay lost-wax molds for bangles have occasionally been recovered

(Higham and Kijngam 1984, p. 128). No univalve or bivalve molds that could create the

common simple ring bangles or the more elaborately shaped bangles of later periods have

been recovered from Ban Chiang area sites. However, to the south, Higham and Higham

(2009, p. 136) report that ceramic bivalve molds for bangles dating to the first millennium

BC have been recovered in the upper Mun valley. Over the course of the metal age, 2000

BC–AD 500, more elaborate bangles were made, with complex cross sections, closures,

and ornamentation, suggesting that the lost wax technique was gradually exploited for its

potential to create complex shapes.

Bivalve Molds with Suspended Cores A special variant of bivalve mold casting to fab-

ricate socketed implements involves the use of a core or mold plug suspended in the middle

of the mold to form a blind (open only at one end) socket in one step with the casting of the

working implement. This suspended core casting of socketed implements was practiced by

the early second millennium BC, as evidenced by the bent-tip spear point (Fig. 2a)

excavated from a Ban Chiang lower Early Period burial. This inference is based on the

morphology and metallographic study of the object, as well as the fact that, although no

mold pair was found in the lower Early Period at Ban Chiang, stone and ceramic mold

halves and full mold pairs for socketed implements, including spear points, have been

recovered from other prehistoric metal age sites in Thailand (Non Nok Tha: Bayard 1980;

Non Pa Wai: Pigott 1999; Ban Non Wat: Higham 2008; Cambodia and Vietnam:

Murowchick 1988).

The technique of single process casting of deep blind sockets using bivalve molds with

suspended cores is a signature characteristic of the prehistoric Southeast Asian metallur-

gical tradition. The sockets usually extend deep into the implement, resulting in thin-

walled, hollow-core tools, such as the early WOST adze–axe from Non Nok Tha (Fig. 2c).

Unfortunately, the Ban Chiang spear point (Fig. 2a) and Non Nok Tha socketed implement

(Fig. 2c) were returned to Thailand before their drawings were completed; the depths of

the sockets are not indicated. However, see Murowchick (1988, p. 191, Figs. 17.19 and

17.20) for illustrations of similar implements showing the deep sockets of these types of

tools.

The formation of the cast blind sockets in bronze implements has been noted as a point

of considerable technological significance (Childe 1954; Koryakova and Epimakhov 2007,

p. 39; Sherratt 2006, p. 48). More than half a century ago Childe (1954, p. 11) observed

that the technique, which is known by a variety of names including hollow-core casting

and core-casting, allowed the creation of thin-walled, lightweight tools, reducing the

amount of metal needed to create an effective socketed implement. Casting this type of

socket is considered more sophisticated than forging the socket around a form as was done

in many early metal-working cultures in western Eurasia (for example, at Sintashta:
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Anthony 2007, p. 444; Sherratt 2006; vide Childe 1954), or casting open socket forms such

as shaft-hole axes, or implements with oblique open sockets such as those identified in the

Andronovo technological system (Mei 2000, pp. 27, 95, 96).

Casting Small Implements and Other Processes How other prehistoric copper-base

implements, such as the Ban Mai Chaimongkol bar (Fig. 2d) and various points, fishhooks,

and blades, were formed has not received much attention. Metallographic studies again

show that most were cast to shape. A few univalve molds recovered from prehistoric

contexts appear to have been used to cast small tanged arrowheads and rings. Bivalve

molds can be used to cast tanged implements, although matched mold pairs with tanged

point impressions have not as yet been reported in the vicinity of Ban Chiang.

The Organization of Production

White and Pigott (1996) reviewed the archaeological evidence for the organization of

production for copper-base metallurgy in prehistoric Thailand in light of Costin’s (1991)

criteria for different modes of specialized production. The evidence is consistent with

production organized into small decentralized production units, possibly kin-based (that is,

household production), often in communities, undertaking metal and artifact production in

small batches during the dry season. The wide distribution of crucibles in village sites in

northeast Thailand suggests that knowledge at least of casting was not restricted in space or

by social group, although it is possible that itinerant metalworkers who made crucibles

from local clays could also have created such a distribution of crucibles. The regional

distribution of crucibles and molds shows that production was segmented geographically,

with primary production (mining and smelting) taking place near ore sources and sec-

ondary production (such as casting) near consumers. For at least the first thousand years

after their first appearance in prehistoric Thailand, metal artifacts have a patchy distribu-

tion; a few sites, such as Non Nok Tha, are relatively rich in bronze artifacts, but other

contemporaneous sites, such as Ban Lum Khao (Chang 2004, p. 230) and Khok Phanom Di

(Higham 1996–1997), have few or none. The early metal and metal artifact production was

undertaken at small, apparently autonomous, villages (Higham 1996, pp. 242, 315), with

no evidence of centralized control (Pigott 1998), and the products possibly exchanged in

the vicinity of each village. The absence of evidence for metalworking in contemporaneous

sites in some parts of Thailand (for example, Khok Phanom Di and Khok Charoen)

suggests some villages were part of a circuit of production, and some were not. There was

probably exchange of copper over distances of a few hundred kilometers, as sites like Ban

Chiang, where casting was done, are far from ore sources (Pigott 1998). Even the large

scale Khao Wong Prachan valley production appears likely (given the challenges of mining

and casting in the wet season) to be a seasonal community specialization, where numerous

households undertook production of similar products without coercion or administration by

a centralized political authority or economic élite (Pigott 1999). Some villages may have

specialized in particular products if they were near a certain raw material; for example, the

site of Non Nok Tha, where many adze molds have been discovered, is located near a good

source of sandstone for the molds (White and Pigott 1996).

The finished metal artifacts produced during the first two millennia of knowledge of

copper-base metallurgy in prehistoric Southeast Asia show a remarkable consistency in

artifact repertoire, typological range, and technological style. This enduring coherency led
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White to propose the existence of a Southeast Asian metallurgical province (White 1982, p.

48; 1988; see also Pigott 1999).

Bronze Consumption

Who were the users of the early bronzes in Southeast Asia, and what roles did metal play in

their lives? There is no evidence that this material was of central significance to the

everyday utilitarian needs of prehistoric societies in Southeast Asia for the first several

centuries of its presence. It was very rare in the first few hundred years, although it did

appear in both mortuary and occupation contexts. Nevertheless, there was sufficient

demand that quality bronze artifacts were produced, even if not at high volume, for some

centuries before the material became more abundant.

Most of the artifacts are small personal ornaments. Based on their occasional occurrence

in graves, the bronzes likely had some value as part of mortuary ritual; certainly the most

intact examples were bronzes included in burials as grave goods. Some of the graves

richest in ornaments are those of young children. But the rarity in graves does not imply the

material itself was extremely precious. For example, 90% of metal finds at Ban Chiang

were not grave goods. Probable casting spillage was a common find, suggesting that spilled

metal was not meticulously retrieved for reuse in additional castings. Many of the

non-burial metal finds were fragmentary artifacts, suggestive of use in daily life. The

implements—points, knives, fish hooks—were undoubtedly useful, but are not found in

quantities or forms that imply that they were essential. There is nothing that is unambig-

uously a weapon or produced in quantities suggestive of a need for military armaments.

Even the spear points, which are rare, could have been used for hunting or even ritual

activities like sacrifices. There are no signs of armor, swords, fortifications, or even, among

the Ban Chiang and other Bronze Age skeletal populations, traumatic injuries characteristic

of endemic warfare (Pietrusewsky and Douglas 2002, p. 117). The most convincing evi-

dence so far recovered by archaeologists in prehistoric Thailand that metal was being turned

toward creation of weaponry appears in the late Iron Age, when the quantity of points

jumped during the final mortuary phase c. AD 400 at Noen U-Loke (Higham 2007, p. 606).

In prehistoric Vietnam, bronze was used more for implements than in prehistoric Thailand,

but it was not until the Dongson period of the second half of the first millennium BC that

weapons formed a significant percentage of metal artifacts (Murowchick 1988, p. 184).

Most of the sites with metal artifacts also have evidence for metal artifact production in

the form of crucible fragments, casting spillage, and/or molds. There is no evidence,

however, that the sites that are relatively rich in metal were economically or politically

dominant in a region, or exerted any power over other villages. Certain families or small

groups within particular villages obtained the metal and made ornaments and small tools,

probably for distribution both to other families within the village and to other villages. Yet,

extrapolating from mortuary evidence, possession of metal objects does not necessarily

indicate great wealth or high hierarchical status; some graves with metal are very poor in

other artifact classes and some graves rich in other goods have no metal. More children

than adults are found with bronze bangles at Ban Chiang. Nor are there any large, elaborate

artifacts designed to display the wealth or status of an entire group, or to be used in group

rituals, such as the complex, piece-mold cast Shang ritual vessels or the Dongson bronze

drums of the later first millennium BC in Vietnam. The techniques employed are all simple

enough to have required no complex hierarchical labor organization or fixed and expensive

structures (White and Pigott 1996).
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A possible exception to this lack of association between hierarchical status and bronze

metal occurs at Ban Non Wat near Phimai in northeast Thailand, where during its second

phase of Bronze Age interments, dated 1000–900 BC, bronzes were found in richly

endowed graves (Higham 2009; Higham and Higham 2009, p. 131; Higham and Thosarat

2006). This recent evidence, however, supports the larger regional theme that expressions

of social differentiation and the social use and consumption of bronze varied site by site,

shifting over time and space (White 1995). Was early bronze—neither used for warfare nor

a highly regulated prestige good—simply one of a variety of ‘valuables’ that circulated

among societies for the conduct and marking of reciprocal social, symbolic, and political

transactions, one of many commodities in a regional gift-exchange economy that helped to

maintain regional networks of social relationships and alliances (cf. Dalton 1977; Higham

1984)?

Further analysis of the socio-political role of metallurgy during its early use on main-

land Southeast Asia is beyond the scope of this paper. Whatever role it played was

important enough for groups to go to the trouble of obtaining raw metal, perhaps by

traveling to mining sites like Phu Lon to extract and smelt ore, make specialized crucibles

using a distinctive technology, and melt, refine, and cast artifacts for daily as well as

mortuary use.

In summary, the small, internally heated crucibles made with local clay are a low-

technology, small scale, spatially flexible refractory design that did not require fixed fur-

nace installations or large teams of workers. This spatially flexible technological style

facilitated decentralized and segmented production of a limited repertoire of small arti-

facts, including implements and personal jewelry. Different production steps could be

undertaken at primary and secondary metal processing sites, including average villages far

from ore sources, using very similar equipment, without the need for permanent installa-

tions. Some processing, such as smelting (primary production) likely took place close to

ore sources, and casting (secondary processing) took place at villages at some distance

from the primary production sites, but the segmented system was probably flexible and not

prescribed. The portable, multi-purpose design was also suitable for small production

teams and small batch processing requiring short processing times, which implies that

efficiency of time and flexibility of location were prized over volume of product. Bronze

was used for personal ornaments and implements, and, while not common, bronze artifacts

were not the exclusive domain of an élite, but had roles in both daily and mortuary

contexts.

Alternative Views of Adoption Processes for Earliest Metallurgy in Southeast Asia

Sinocentric Views of Southeast Asian Bronze Adoption

Since the 1990s, the dominant model has pointed to dynastic China as the source for the

bronze technology of Southeast Asia, with knowledge of the technology being transmitted

through the mechanism of trade and exchange. The fullest exposition of a Sinocentric view

is Charles Higham’s The Bronze Age of Southeast Asia, published in 1996. Higham’s book

outlines evidence for a chain of exchange relationships initiated by states in the Huanghe

Central Plain that led to interactions with Yangtze watershed cultures, who then interacted

with societies in the Xijiang watershed of southern China (Lingnan), who ultimately

brought metallurgy to mainland Southeast Asia, beginning with northern Vietnam and

followed by the Mekong and Chao Phraya drainage basins. Other statements of Sinocentric
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views also posit the transmission of metals technology from Huanghe states to prehistoric

Thailand through a similar series of regional steps, cultural filters and local adaptations

(Ciarla 2007; Higham 2006, p. 19; Higham and Thosarat 1998, p. 127; Pigott and Ciarla

2007).

Since Higham’s 1996 book, statements on the source for Southeast Asian bronze

technology have noted that Huanghe Central Plain metallurgy may have had a prior source

in the Eurasian steppes, perhaps via Xinjiang, where western and eastern cultures and

peoples are now known to have interacted since at least the late third millennium. The

technology possibly passed through the Gansu corridor via the Qijia and Siba cultures to

the Huanghe Central Plain (see Fig. 1; An 1993, 1998, 2000; Mei 2000, 2003, 2004; Ciarla

2007, p. 2; Linduff 2000; e.g. Higham 2002, pp. 113–115; Pigott and Ciarla 2007).

Nonetheless, Sinocentric models still trace early Southeast Asian metallurgy, via Lingnan

and the Yangtze valley, to the spectacular and sophisticated metalworking of Erlitou–

Erligang cultures of the Huanghe Central Plain. These recent statements argue that the élite

desire for goods and raw materials in the early Huanghe Central Plain states fueled an ever-

expanding regional interaction network that eventually brought the knowledge of bronze

working to Southeast Asia.

Looking at the general picture of the artefact inventories which typify the three main

cultural periods of the Central Plain Bronze Age, that is Erlitou (1900–1600 BC),

Shang–Erligang (1600–1300 BC) and Shang–Yin (1300–1045 BC)…we can clearly

discern exchange networks which brought highly desired raw materials and goods to

the Shang élite centres: jade, turquoise and other semi-precious stones, cowries, turtle

carapaces, copper and tin, ‘slaves’, and gold…. The search for and exchange of these

goods and raw materials, implying direct and indirect contacts with quite distant

sources, activated an ever increasing and complex chain of interlocked regional

interaction spheres…through which copper/bronze casting technology eventually
reached Southeast Asia (Pigott and Ciarla 2007, pp. 77–78, emphasis added).

How then are the marked differences in technological system and artifact repertoire of

Huanghe Central Plain and prehistoric Southeast Asia, noted by White (1988), addressed

by the Sinocentric models? Huanghe Central Plain metallurgy was characterized by

complex, sophisticated piecemold-cast ritual containers and large scale refractory systems,

based on reverberatory furnaces (Barnard 1980; Tylecote 1996–1997). Higham’s

explanation for the marked differences between the Huanghe metallurgy and the Southeast

Asian metallurgy is based on a stimulus diffusion perspective.

…it is argued that exposure to actual bronze imports [from Central Plain and Yan-

gtze states], together with the spread of the idea that exposing certain coloured rocks

to heat, it was possible to obtain this material for alloying and casting, were stimuli

to the beginning of a local industry….(Higham 1996, p. 312).

It was the newly developed Lingnan local or southern metallurgical tradition, more suitable

for less complex societies, which then spread to the Red and then the Mekong and Chao

Phraya River valleys along pre-existing networks of exchange, according to this theory.

Recent statements of a variant Sinocentric model for Southeast Asian bronze metallurgy

by Ciarla and Pigott (Ciarla 2007; Pigott and Ciarla 2007) indirectly address one of the

conundrums not addressed by Higham (1996) regarding the Southeast Asian metallurgical

tradition. It has become evident, as the prehistoric bronze metallurgy in Russia has become

better known (Chernykh 1992), that the products of Southeast Asian early metallurgy look

very similar to Eurasian metallurgy to the north and west of the early dynastic states in the
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Huanghe Central Plain (White 2000). Pigott and Ciarla acknowledge that ‘the ‘‘southern

metallurgical tradition’’ with its socketed implements, bivalve moulds, bangles, and

founders’ burials has more in common with the Eurasian steppes than Erlitou–Erligang

China’ (2007, p. 85). In addition to typological and technological parallels (e.g. use of

bivalve molds), there are behavioral parallels of interring metalworkers with the tools of

their craft—the ‘founders’ burials’—found in metal age sites in Thailand (Higham 2008;

Pigott 1999, p. 13) and in Eurasia (Chernykh 1992, p. 218). Whereas Higham has never

addressed the Southeast Asian/Eurasian metallurgical parallels, Pigott and Ciarla’s work

contains a scenario to account for the Eurasian/Southeast Asian metallurgical similarities

within a Sinocentric framework, drawing on data from the PRC that have become

accessible in recent years.

In effect, while noting that much work is needed to demonstrate their proposal, Pigott

and Ciarla’s (2007) implied solution to account for the similarity between the Southeast

Asian and Eurasian metallurgical traditions is that there was a ‘…‘‘Steppe techno-cultural

package’’ transmitted from the eastern steppe metallurgical tradition to the Shang tradition

and then southwards to the Southern tradition’ (Ciarla 2007, 323, footnote 14). ‘Socketed

tools (for example ploughshares, several types of spade blades, adzes, chisels, and

weapons) begin to appear regularly in the Shang inventory from the Erligang period

(1600–1300) onwards’ (Pigott and Ciarla 2007, p. 84). Bivalve molds appear in late Shang

contexts at Anyang. They suggest that the steppe metallurgical techniques (bivalve molds)

were being used to produce utilitarian tools and weapons (Pigott and Ciarla 2007, p. 84),

while the piece-mold technology was used to cast the ritual vessels.

Pigott and Ciarla imply that the steppe and Shang metallurgical traditions must both

have been transmitted via several steps to the middle Yangtze area and then the Ganjiang

tributary, where the Wannian and Wucheng/Xin’gan cultures are ‘characterized by the

hybridization of local elements with Shang-derived bronze technology and artifact types’

(Pigott and Ciarla 2007, p. 80). The tributary provides trade connections to Lingnan in the

southern PRC. The Zhou period (1100–800 BC) site of Yuanlongpo is pointed to as a site

in Lingnan that had both imported ritual vessels in the Shang-Zhou tradition and locally

cast weapons and tools, as well as bivalve molds, and vessels that they suggest were

crucibles based on their similarity in form to Khao Wong Prachan valley crucibles. The

authors imply that only the utilitarian steppe-derived tradition was brought to the rest of

Southeast Asia, which would explain why ‘links [of Southeast Asian metallurgy] to Steppe

traditions appear to be more consistent’ (Pigott and Ciarla 2007, p. 82):

the piece-mould technology of the Shang–Zhou dynastic élites did not lend itself

well to small-scale, community-based production among less socially complex

cultural groups who over time were apparently mobile enough to expand out of

southeastern China into new territories to the South (Pigott and Ciarla 2007, p. 85).

In summary, whereas Higham portrays Lingnan as the creator of the Southeast Asian

metallurgical tradition, Pigott and Ciarla imply that Lingnan was the final filter removing

the ‘Chinese’ technological traits from a steppe metallurgical tradition, enabling it to move

to less complex societies further south.

Critical Appraisal of Sinocentric Views of Earliest Southeast Asian Metallurgy

Sino-centric models for the initial source of Southeast Asian metallurgy can be critiqued on

several grounds.
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Selective Use of Chronological Data

In order for the proposed sequences and timing of transfers of metal technology to work,

Sinocentric models minimally need the earliest Southeast Asian metallurgy to be younger

than the appearance of the Chinese dynastic states that activated the exchange networks.

Their discussions in fact rely on selective use of data, so that the early metallurgy in

Southeast Asia appears to be younger than 1500 BC. Pigott and Ciarla (2007) need the

early metallurgy in Thailand to be younger than the beginning of the Erligang (early Shang

1600–1300 BC), when steppe artifact types start appearing in Central Plain sites with some

regularity (Pigott and Ciarla 2007, p. 84). For either proposed transmission sequence to

truly work, the earliest metals in Thailand must be younger than those of Lingnan, where

Higham (1996, p. 94) has argued that bronze metallurgy appeared during late Shang times

(after 1300 BC). Therefore, proponents of Sinocentric models must either dispute (Higham

1996–1997, 1996, pp. 9–13, 187, 2002, pp. 133–134, 2009; Higham and Higham 2009;

Higham and Thosarat 1998, p. 84) or ignore (Pigott and Ciarla 2007) evidence for early

second millennium BC bronze in Southeast Asia.

Higham’s most recent chronology advocates extreme selectivity, namely the ‘rejection

of all previous attempts to date Southeast Asian prehistory radiometrically’ (Higham and

Higham 2009, p. 139). Arguing primarily from a new experimental program of shell dating

from a single site, Ban Non Wat, he concludes that the Bronze Age began 1000 BC

(Higham 2009; Higham and Higham 2009, p. 138). However he does not undertake the

vital and basic step of systematically cross dating Ban Non Wat’s relative ceramic

sequence with any of the sites or regions noted above that have the earliest evidence for

metallurgy. His dating, impressive methodologically though it may be, is applicable only

to the florescence of bronze use in the immediate area of the upper Mun river valley

(perhaps analogous to Henrich’s [2001] ‘takeoff point’ in cultural transmission), but not to

the initial appearance of the technology in other parts of Thailand or Southeast Asia

(cf. Henrich’s [2001] ‘long tail’ period of initial transmission).

The evidence for pre-1500 BC bronze in Thailand has been vigorously debated since the

late 1960s (for example, Bayard 1996–1997; Bayard and Charoenwongsa 1983; Higham

1996, 1996–1997; Loofs-Wissowa 1983a, b; Solheim 1983; White 2008). White has

consistently advocated early second millennium BC dating for the earliest bronze at Ban

Chiang. Initially White’s argument (White 1982, 1986) was based on conventional 14C

dates on charcoal from the site. But in response to the debate, White (1997) presented

independent evidence from AMS dates on rice temper in burial pots to support early

second millennium BC dating for bronze at Ban Chiang. White’s (2008) review of per-

tinent AMS dates reaffirms the evidence for the early second millennium (c. 2000 BC) for

the appearance of bronze at Ban Chiang. Bronze in prehistoric sites in Thailand around

2000 BC invalidates arguments that the early Chinese dynasties were the originating

stimulus for the first appearance of bronze in Thailand, and this by itself disproves the

Sinocentric models for the source of the earliest bronze in Thailand. That the Huanghe

Central Plain may have affected later periods of Southeast Asian metallurgy is, of course,

a scenario worthy of further investigation (Ciarla 2007).

Selective Use of Technological Evidence

Sinocentric views are selective also in their use of available technological data. Proponents

of Sinocentric models explicitly or implicitly reduce technology transfer to ‘…knowledge

of the properties of copper and tin ore’ (Higham 2004, p. 52). Sinocentric assessments of
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the sources for early metallurgy in Thailand do not fully examine characteristic compo-

nents of Southeast Asian early bronze metallurgy, most notably the probable use of lost

wax casting for making jewellery, the full significance of the hollow-core casting of

sockets of adze–axes and spear points, and the distinctive common Southeast Asian

refractory system. How to account for the presence of lost wax casting in Southeast Asia

probably a good millennium before its use in the Huanghe Central Plain repertoire, where

it did not appear until some time in the first millennium BC (Barnard 1996–1997), is not

mentioned. Pigott and Ciarla do discuss the occurrence of bivalve molds in the Central

Plain, southern PRC, and Thailand from contexts dating from the mid second to mid first

millennium BC. But why the wide range of Shang innovations (non-steppe implements

such as non-socketed halberds, socketed plowshares, spades, or an unusual disk-shaped

item from Yuanlongpo) made with bivalve molds in Shang and southern PRC contexts did

not transfer to early metal-using contexts in Thailand along with the steppe-derived

metallurgical complex is not addressed.

The Sinocentric views also do not address how the early common Southeast Asian

production system, based on internally heated small crucibles, could have emerged from

the Shang system of metal processing that employed large immobile crucibles heated

externally in reverberatory furnaces (Barnard 1980; Tylecote 1996–1997).

Pigott and Ciarla (2007, pp. 80–81) do allude, albeit indirectly, to the technological

transfer of aspects of the refractory system of the later Khao Wong Prachan valley from the

north. There are two components of their argument. First is their general view that a

steppe-derived technological tradition co-occurred with the Shang-style tradition. This

steppe-derived system employed bivalve molds and presumably a refractory system more

suitable for processing the smaller amounts of metal for fabricating utilitarian artifacts,

although no evidence is provided for the presence of a steppe-derived refractory system in

the Central Plain (see also Linduff and Mei 2009, pointing out the lack of a utilitarian

metallurgy in the Central Plain during Shang times).

The second part of their argument points to two examples of artifacts from

peripheral parts of the PRC that are similar in shape to two Khao Wong Prachan valley

refractory artifact types dating to the late second and early first millennium BC. At

Yuanlongpo, a Zhou period site in Lingnan that interacted with Yangtze cultures, one

vessel type is proposed as evidence for a source of Khao Wong Prachan Valley cru-

cible technology in southern PRC. However, no evidence is presented that these objects

are anything other than bowls, no evidence is presented that they had dross or slag, or

interior vitrification, or any other evidence for exposure to molten metal, a point

acknowledged by Ciarla (2007). Pigott and Ciarla (2007) and Ciarla (2007) also suggest

a possible northern but non-Shang source for the Khao Wong Prachan furnace chim-

neys at the site of Niuheliang in Lianging Province, in northeast PRC near the Korean

border. This possible furnace chimney appears to be Erlitou or older (2300–1600 BC)

in age, but outside and to the northeast of the Huanghe Central Plain. They note that

there is no evidence that furnace chimneys are typical of Eurasian steppe metal pro-

duction systems, and offer no evidence for cultural contact between this far northeast

area and Southeast Asia.

The parallels suggested by Pigott and Ciarla in technological systems in Thailand and

China, when examined in detail, are thus too tenuous in their metallurgical function and

too dispersed in time and space to offer a convincing source for the Khao Wong Prachan

valley metallurgical system. In addition, the source of the earlier common Southeast Asian

crucible system is the one in need of explanation for those interested in the initial intro-

duction of bronze metallurgy into the region.
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Core/Periphery Bias

Neither version of the Sinocentric approach references a theoretical framework. Yet it is

clear from the lines of reasoning, the language employed, and the selection/rejection of

evidence brought into their discussions, that they are rooted in theoretical paradigms that

perceive explanations of the past in terms of core/periphery dynamics at the scale of world-

systems approaches (see the review in Hall and Chase-Dunn 1993).

The world-system model emphasizes the role of long-distance trade dominated by

the core area as the main factor explaining both the political economy of the

periphery and its trajectory of developmental change (Stein 1999, p. 3).

This viewpoint is reflected in Higham’s (2006, p. 19) recent summary statement, ‘The

knowledge of bronze metallurgy may have reached Southeast Asia from the established

states in China through the medium of exchange’. But, setting aside the misfit of the

chronologies, we ask whether a core-to-periphery model is an apt explanation for the initial

transmission of bronze technology to prehistoric Thailand, viewing Thailand as the far

periphery of state societies in the Huanghe Central Plain.

World-systems approaches that emphasize core-to-periphery approaches to under-

standing the vast Bronze Age networks of peoples interacting in central and northern

Eurasia have recently been criticized (Hanks and Doonan this JWP Special; Kohl 2007,

pp. 246–247, 2008). The mobile herding economies of this huge region, which developed

based on a combination of subsistence choices and strategies, transportation innovations

(horseback riding and wheeled vehicles), and metal technology, appear to have had their

own dynamic, non-centric development for which world-system approaches are proving

inadequate interpretive frameworks. In particular, transferable technologies such as met-

allurgy provided different bases for intersocietal interactions, less controllable by political

and economic cores or elites, than the exchange of goods and materials.

Chernykh (1992, pp. 300–301) argues, moreover, that in the case of metals, technology

transfer often occurred in the reverse direction: the ‘uncivilized’ periphery has at times

provided technologically superior implements and technologies to the civilized core, such

as when the technology for European and North Caucasian shaft hole axes spread into Asia

Minor. Similarly he notes that in a later time frame of the first millennium BC:

Chinese written sources speak directly of being repeatedly compelled to borrow

technology and weapon forms from the ‘wild peoples’ of the steppes and foothills of

Central Asia…. Chinese sources contain a painful acknowledgement of the superi-

ority of the weapons of the nomadic hordes and the need to acquire them (Chernykh

1992, p. 301).

Oversimplified Technological Transmission Models

By attributing the transmission of bronze technology to Southeast Asia to exposure to trade

goods of more sophisticated societies and the idea of smelting, Sinocentric views under-

estimate the complexity of transferring metals technology from one society to a second

society that has no prior experience with metal processing. Proponents of the Sinocentric

models may argue that the kinds of details one would need to reconstruct socio-technical

systems, such as good metal production evidence from along the transmission routes

proposed, are not available. But we argue that they bypass technological data that are
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available and do not take advantage of recent thinking on cultural and technological

transmission (e.g. Boyd and Richerson 1985; see recent reviews in O’Brien 2008).

On closer inspection of the data, the diffusionary transmission scenarios—both the

‘stimulus diffusion’ variant of Higham (1996, p. 312) and the ‘steppe metallurgy surviving

cultural filters’ variant of Pigott and Ciarla (2007)—do not satisfy. In particular, neither

adequately accounts for the loss of Chinese technological characteristics during the

transmission process. Higham’s scenario does not explain how the distinctive technolog-

ical choices and styles evident in the Southeast Asian metallurgical tradition could have

arisen from the context of the Shang metallurgical tradition but leave no evidence of the

technological choices and styles from the Chinese source. The loss of other characteristics

of the Shang metallurgical tradition, such as highly decorated surfaces, tanged and other

useful implements, and the refractory technology based on large externally heated cruci-

bles in reverberatory kilns, is not dealt with. Pigott and Ciarla do point to the occurrence of

steppe-derived bivalve molds for deep-socketed axes in Shang contexts; they also mention

that bivalve molds were used for many new shapes, including casting unsocketed items,

and many new utilitarian items such as plows. Why were these Shang innovations on so-

called steppe technology also completely lost by the time bronze reached Thailand, such

that the early artifact repertoire in the Southeast Asian tradition ends up with only typical

upper Eurasian artifact types and fabrication techniques? The source for several attributes

that are characteristic of early Southeast Asian metallurgy, such as the common internally

heated crucible, the limited though distinctive repertoire of artifacts (including metal

jewelry, not found at all in Shang contexts), preference for certain deep-socketed tool

forms over others, preference for binary tin–bronze rather than a ternary copper–tin–lead

alloy that was common in the Huanghe Central Plain, lost wax casting, and the decen-

tralized organization of production, are not addressed.

A body of literature on the spread of culture and technology has grown during the past

two decades and is providing many tools with which to examine ‘diffusion’ and its current

broader moniker ‘cultural transmission’ (see reviews and articles in O’Brien 2008).

Thinking has shifted away from assumptions that ‘exposure leads to spread’ to fine-grained

examination of social contexts for learning, evidence for practitioner networks, the roles of

individual agents, impact of various kinds of biases on the shape and rate of transmission,

as well as fuller appreciation that different kinds of cultural traits, such as a technology

versus a belief versus a style, can transfer from one society to another by different pro-

cesses (e.g. Killick 2004; Kim 2001; Kuhn 2004; Lemonnier 1986, 1992; Pétrequin 1993;

Schiffer 2001a, b, 2008). Understanding transfer of complex technologies requires careful

consideration of the context for social learning and the social relations in the community of

practitioners (Van Pool 2008, p. 195). Careful attention paid to the technological choices in

the various cultures along a proposed route of transmission will help avoid incongruous

scenarios for technological transfer.

Recent studies of the cultural transmission of technological knowledge have focussed

on how recipient practitioners acquire and maintain new technological knowledge from

donor practitioners. In one example, Bettinger and Eerkens (1999) examine the trans-

mission of bow and arrow technology in Nevada and California, in light of Boyd and

Richerson’s (1985) concepts of ‘guided variation’ and ‘indirect bias’. In social contexts

with limited or incomplete transmission between the donor and recipient practitioners, such

as when recipients ‘copy’ products but do not necessarily receive direct instruction, the

products of the recipients have traits indicating experimentation with the new technology.

The term used to describe the variability that arises with experimentation, ‘guided varia-

tion’, refers to the trial and error processes as individual practitioners work out their own
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interpretations of the process, guiding their practices by the successes and benefits to

themselves. The end result is that a wide variety of technological choices and processes can

be seen in the archaeological record of the recipient society in the early stages of tech-

nology adoption. When technology transmission is more complete or direct, such as might

occur if practitioners from the source society moved into the receiving society and thor-

oughly trained members of the receiving society in the technological system, a much closer

approximation of the donor technology will ensue in the recipient culture. The phrase

‘indirect bias’ has been used in these cases where the technological package is transmitted

more completely, with little evidence for experimentation. The complete transmission

results in a more homogeneous technological practice and more uniformity in the product

line, relative to the guided variation context.

The general concept of cultural transmission and potential biases has been developed

further in a variety of ways (Henrich 2001; Mesoudi and O’Brien 2008a, b; O’Brien 2008),

but for the purposes of this paper we focus on the simple contrast: does the evidence of

early metallurgy in Thailand suggest relatively complete and direct transmission with

indirect bias, or incomplete and indirect transmission of bronze technology (e.g. emulating

trade goods) with guided variation during the earliest stages?

An Alternative to the Sinocentric Model: The Rapid Eurasian Technological Expansion

Model

In this section we strive to investigate the sources for the earliest Southeast Asian met-

allurgy by prioritizing the study of its technological system. We assume that transmission

of metal and metal artifact production technology likely involved transmission of specific

ways of accomplishing the many steps involved—technological choices and technological

styles—from prospecting for ore to the creation of the finished artifacts. Thus we build our

study on a close evaluation of not only the chronology of the Southeast Asian metallurgical

system within the greater Asian context, but also of the technology of the metallurgical

system (described above) for which we seek precursors. We begin with a brief summary of

East Asian metallurgy prior to its appearance in Southeast Asia.

Metallurgy in Eastern Eurasia Before 2000 BC

In the past two decades, an explosion of information on the prehistoric nomad groups in the

former USSR (Anthony 2007; Chernykh 1992; Chernykh et al. 2004; Kohl 2007;

Koryakova and Epimakhov 2007; Kuz’mina 2008; Linduff 2004a, b; Linduff and Mei

2009; also see Hanks and Doonan, this JWP Special) has shown that copper-base tech-

nology has a rich history east of the Urals prior to the second millennium BC. Various

instances of copper-base metallurgy dating within the third and even the fourth millennium

BC in Asia east of the Urals (Linduff 2004b) demonstrate that knowledge of copper

smelting was spread, albeit spottily, over a wide area of northern Asia from the Urals to the

Pacific seaboard (Linduff and Mei, this JWP Special). Third and fourth millennium metal-

working cultures have been found near ore resources, especially copper, but analyses show

bronze alloys and gold also appeared in addition to copper working, when the minerals

were available. Shared similarities among the artifact and technological repertoire across

this swath suggests to Linduff and Mei (2009) that craftworkers themselves must have

moved in the vast cultural network.

Kohl (2007) has suggested that mobility across Bronze Age northern Eurasia was

fostered not only by the search for pasture for cattle, horses, and other animals, but also by
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the search for metal resources. The socio-economic context for metalworking in these

mobile societies was quite different from classical state-based Bronze Age contexts. As

Kohl notes, ‘…the herders of the steppes were self-sufficient, organized into partially

autonomous/independent kin-structured groups that were capable of forming and dis-

solving alliances with related groups, and increasingly worked metals for eminently

practical purposes’ (Kohl 2007, p. 248). Even some groups of foragers and hunter-fishers

adopted metal-working skills (Anthony 2007, p. 389; Chernykh 1992, p. 187).

One metal-rich area with an early and important history of metal-using cultures is the

Minusinsk basin in southern Siberia, along with the Altai Mountains just south. This area

had a sequence of metal-producing cultures beginning with the Afanasievo in the fourth

millennium. About 100 metal objects, mostly of copper, have been recovered from Afa-

nasievo contexts, one-fourth of which are tools such as flat axes and knives, ornaments

(rings), with the remainder unfinished or unshaped fragments. During the late third mil-

lennium the Okunevo and Seima–Turbino groups occupied these areas and employed a

more developed metallurgy, including tin-bronze. Subsequently in the second millennium,

bronze-producing Andronovo groups appeared in this area (Anthony 2007; Gorsdorf et al.

2004; Hanks et al. 2007).

Other areas of East Asia have evidence for occasional copper exploitation in the third

and possibly late fourth millennium BC, including Gansu (Majiayao culture, copper and

tin-bronze) and Huanghe Central Plain (Longshan Period, unalloyed copper and bronze),

although the details can vary by author (Linduff 2004b; see articles in Linduff et al. 2000;

also see Linduff and Mei, this JWP Special, for a review of early metallurgy in the

northwest PRC).

In summary, current evidence suggests that the knowledge of smelting copper was

widespread, though rare and sporadic, across Eurasia during the third millennium BC in a

range of socio-cultural contexts. Some of the societies familiar with metal processing, such

as Longshan, were settled and had evidence of incipient complexity. Nomadic pastoralists

like the Afanasievo exploited at a low intensity the copper ores in southern Siberia. Other

societies, such as those in Karelia, in the forest and forest-steppe zones of northern Eurasia,

and the Surtandy culture of the eastern Urals, demonstrate that relatively non-complex

societies, including settled hunter-fishers, or smaller mobile groups, could mine and smelt

copper and produce simple tools and ornaments when close to ore sources (Chernykh 1992,

p. 187).

Metallurgy c. 2000 BC in Eastern Eurasia

Eurasian metallurgy showed rapid developments, shifts, and expansions in the period at the

end of the third millennium BC (Chernykh et al. 2004, p. 24). Chernykh (1992) views these

changes as the end of the ‘Middle Bronze Age’ and the beginning of the ‘Late Bronze Age’

when a new ‘Eurasian Metallurgical Province’ emerged as the preceding ‘Circumpontic

Metallurgical Province’ collapsed. ‘What is clear is that during the Late Bronze Age

peoples from more areas are extracting more ores and producing more metal tools and

weapons of related types on a greatly expanded, nearly industrial scale across most of

Eurasia’ (Kohl 2007, p. 169).

In southern Siberia, the Okunevo culture probably learned about copper-base metallurgy

from the Afanasievo (Chernykh et al. 2004, p. 28). However, while the rare Afanasievo

metal artifacts are of unalloyed copper, gold, and silver, the Okunevo used both copper and

tin-bronze for knives, awls, and bracelets. Okunevo finds include one bronze cast socketed

spearhead, the earliest such spearhead this far east.
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Seima–Turbino Metallurgy Among the various cultural entities with metallurgical

capabilities east of the Urals around the turn of the third to second millennium BC, one is

particularly intriguing for the purposes of this paper—the one Chernykh calls (1992,

pp. 215–234) the ‘Seima–Turbino transcultural phenomenon’.

The Seima–Turbino phenomenon…stands out from other communities in its met-

alwork. Three main categories of object lend these assemblages a distinctive

appearance: socketed spearheads, socketed axes and knife-daggers… they are all

extremely rare in sites of other cultures: the majority of these artefact types are

characteristic only of Seima–Turbino burial grounds (Chernykh 1992, p. 218).

David Anthony (2007, pp. 434–444) has commented, ‘the tin-bronze spears, daggers, and

axes of the Seima–Turbino horizon were among the most technically and aesthetically

refined weapons in the ancient world, but they were made by forest and forest-steppe

societies that in some places…still depended on hunting and fishing’.

This Seima–Turbino phenomenon, recently dated by Hanks et al. (2007) to the late third

millennium, is noteworthy for this paper for several reasons: (1) it is recognized by

characteristic assemblages of copper-base artifacts, which bear a close resemblance to the

suite of earliest bronze artifacts in Thailand (Sherratt 2006, p. 43); (2) one of its signature

tin-bronze artifacts is the thin-walled celt-axe (Fig. 4a), a key innovation of the late Bronze

Age that is strikingly similar to the socketed implement from Non Nok Tha (Fig. 2c); (3) it

is considered to have originated in the Altai Mountain area and almost instantly (in

archaeological time) moved west as far as Finland, a distance of several thousand kilo-

meters (Fig. 1); (4) outside of the Altai, the Seima–Turbino metal assemblage is found in

deposits of other traditions, with evidence that the metal technological system was adopted

as a package by other cultures, but without a complete migration of the source culture and

population; and (5) scholars have argued that it was the Seima–Turbino metals techno-

logical system that was an important source for the late third millennium bronze in the

Qijia culture of Gansu (Fitzgerald-Huber 1995; Mei 2003).

Fig. 4 Typical Seima–Turbino
hollow-core cast implements:
a deep-socketed adze–axe from
Rostovka cemetery, adapted from
Chernykh 1992, p. 221;
b socketed spear point with
single process cast socket from
Seima cemetery, adapted from
Chernykh 1992, p 219
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The technological system of Seima–Turbino metallurgy has additional noteworthy

characteristics. Seima–Turbino metals assemblages east of the Urals are predominantly

binary tin–bronzes, consistent with their access to the rich tin and copper sources in the

Altai region. To the west of the Urals the same artifact types tend to be of arsenical copper,

showing that the casting repertoire was undertaken with local resources. Their techno-

logical system also employs lost wax casting (essential to make the figurative flourishes on

the hilts of knives), and bivalve molds found in Seima–Turbino sites demonstrate that

casting occurred at sites far from ores.

The Seima–Turbino technique of casting blind sockets (Chernykh 1992, p. 191) in

spearheads and particularly adze–axes (Fig. 4a, b) by suspending a core in the casting

between the two mold halves is considered a remarkable innovation in the history of

metallurgy (Childe 1954; Koryakova and Epimakhov 2007, p. 39; Sherratt 2006, p. 43). To

the west, at contemporaneous sites like those of the Sintashta culture in the southern Urals,

as well as in the Middle East and Mediterranean, sockets on spear points were made by

forging a metal sheet around a socket form (Anthony 2007, p. 444; Sherratt 2006, p. 44).

Hollow-core cast, socketed spear points and axes appeared in Western Europe only several

centuries later in the late Bronze Age. Childe (1954) recognized the technological

importance of hollow core casting of Eurasian ‘socketed celts’, especially for wood-

working. He commented that they were superior to flat axes because they could be more

securely hafted, and superior to shaft hole axes for their longer working edge and more

economical use of bronze. The latter point could be one key to the desirability and

transferability of the hollow-core adze–axe technology to the woodlands of upper Eurasia,

far from ore sources. Childe also stated that (1954, p. 19) ‘[a] supply of tin bronze is

probably a prerequisite for the postulated advance in core-casting.’ Once casting the socket

is mastered, production of socketed implements will be considerably easier and faster than

when forging one, which would require a lengthy and strenuous process of several rounds

of annealing and hammering it to shape. Childe further commented on the challenge of

positioning the suspended core that formed the socket, requiring an innovation such as

inserting metal spacing pins that would be incorporated into the cast tool, or wax plugs to

hold the core in place.

Seima–Turbino Expansion Although much has been made of expansion west to east of

metal-working pastoralists, such as the Andronovo, across the Eurasian steppe zone during

the late Bronze Age, the apparently pre-Andronovo east (originating in the Altai) to west

expansion of the Seima–Turbino phenomenon occurred in the forest and forest-steppe

zones. This technological system was thus not of steppe pastoralists but rather of forest-

oriented groups who may have been mobile hunter-fishers and/or warriors in addition to

metalworkers. Such an orientation toward the forest is compatible with the signature

Seima–Turbino socketed adze–axe, recognized as most suitable as a woodworking tool

(Childe 1954). The distribution of Seima–Turbino cemeteries closely follows rivers

(Koryakova and Epimakhov 2007, p. 108; Kuz’mina 2004, p. 51). The metallurgical

(including production) evidence from Seima–Turbino sites along waterways across the

forest zone of northern Eurasia suggests that an exchange system of metal (possibly

especially tin), finished artifacts, but also metalworkers who developed local resources

(Kuz’mina 2004, pp. 51–52), emerged along this route.

The consistent morphology and casting technology of Seima–Turbino assemblages,

even considering local adaptations such as use of local ores and the loss of some decorative

elements, correspond well with a fairly direct and complete transmission of the
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technological system. The social and technological characteristics that facilitated rapid

transmission of the Seima–Turbino metallurgical system across thousands of kilometers

are not as yet well understood (cf. Anthony 2007, p. 447; Kohl 2007, p. 169). Various

writers seem to have different explanations of how and why such a distribution came about,

variably bringing militarism, trade, travelling metalworkers, élite emulation, transportation

by horse, and other factors into proposed scenarios (Anthony 2007, pp. 443, 446, 447;

Chernykh 1992, pp. 227–228; Chernykh et al. 2004; Kohl 2007, p. 169; Koryakova and

Epimakhov 2007, p. 108; Kuz’mina 2004, pp. 51–52).

What seems clear is that the geographical spread of Seima–Turbino hollow-core casting

involved the movement of highly competent metalworkers to regions outside their home

territory; trade is not a sufficient explanation for the extant evidence (but cf. Koryakova

and Epimakhov 2007, p. 110). Further elucidation of the transmission process will benefit

from explication of the refractory technology throughout the Seima–Turbino distribution.

A portable low capital, segmented production system, such as we describe for early

Southeast Asian bronze production, may help account for the rapidity with which the

Seima–Turbino technological system could be adopted over such a vast region in a short

period of time.

Thailand and the Seima–Turbino Transcultural Phenomenon

The typology, alloys, and object formation techniques (in particular, hollow-core casting of

socketed adze–axes and spear points, and lost wax casting) of the early bronzes from the

Seima–Turbino repertoire appear markedly similar to the artifacts, alloys, and formation

techniques found in the earliest metals of prehistoric Thailand. As Sherratt (2006, p. 48)

notes, the Seima–Turbino method of manufacturing socketed artifacts ‘provides a plausible

starting point for the tradition of early Chinese and Southeast Asian hollow-cast metal-

lurgy, beginning in the early second millennium’. The earliest copper-base materials from

Southeast Asia (e.g. Table 1, Fig. 2) also resemble Eurasian copper-base assemblages

generally (bangles, arrow heads, fishhooks). Although investigation of the Seima–Turbino

transcultural phenomenon has focused on its spread westward in upper Eurasia, there is no

reason to assume that the ‘impulse to expand’ occurred only in one direction. The dating of

the early prehistoric metals in Thailand to the early second millennium BC meshes well

with the possibility of another extremely rapid expansion of the Seima–Turbino techno-

logical system to the south.

The above discussion of the nature of the expansion of Seima–Turbino metallurgy in

northern Eurasia lays the groundwork for understanding possible expansions in other

directions. To help envision the expansionary ethos of the Late Bronze Age, Kohl (2007,

pp. 169–179) postulates a ‘gold rush model’, with many groups like Seima–Turbino

seasonally and opportunistically prospecting for ores, extracting them with low-technology

procedures, and hauling them away. Exchange networks expanded, and metal processing

became common even in ordinary households at sites far from ore sources.

If Kohl is right, then a Seima–Turbino extension south and east from the Altai simul-

taneous with its extension west is a logical possibility, which we may seek in the

archaeological evidence. In the next section we review such evidence. But first we review

what we propose are some basic attributes of the donor socio-technical system that could

also contribute to the rapid dispersal of metal technology: (1) highly mobile economies;

(2) widely dispersed technological knowledge; (3) non-exclusive access to the technology,

possibly fostered by metalworkers having neither extremely high nor extremely low status,

nor being controlled by a dominant élite jealous of access to metallurgical knowledge;
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(4) modest social differentiation and a relatively unstratified society; (5) aggressive search

for natural resources supporting exploration of new lands for ore; (6) small-scale, flexible

and portable technological system, with small, probably internally heated, crucibles and

small impermanent refractory installations using local resources for refraction and pro-

cessing; (7) despite a preference for tin–bronze, familiarity with various alloys allowing

use of local ore sources; (8) experience in a segmented metal artifact production system;

(9) warfare not so rampant that people and technologists do not interact; (10) small related

groups, each with technological expertise, moving independently.

The homogeneity of the early metallurgy practised in prehistoric Thailand and its

noteworthy similarity to the Seima–Turbino repertoire argue that knowledge of metal

production and working was transmitted in a relatively direct and complete manner by

experienced practitioners who were trained in the Seima–Turbino technological system. If

the transmission was incomplete and indirect one would expect extensive individual

experimentation (guided variation) in the early Southeast Asian copper-base repertoire, of

which there are few signs. Might prospecting metalworkers have made their way down the

valleys and rivers along the eastern rim of the Himalayan Plateau, seeking copper and tin

and ultimately reaching Thailand? We turn now to the evidence, and the gaps in the

evidence, for such an occurrence.

Hypothesis for the Routes of the Transmission of Bronze Technology from Southern

Siberia to Prehistoric Thailand

This section begins with five points. First, the early metals in Thailand bear a remarkable

resemblance technologically and typologically to Seima–Turbino forest bronze assem-

blages in particular, and to southern Siberian (including Okunevo) bronze metallurgy at the

end of the third millennium BC generally. Second, the resemblance suggests a relatively

direct and complete transmission of the technology in alignment with the ‘indirect bias’

concept. Third, if this is correct, the transmission must have been very rapid, since the

dating of the earliest metals of Southeast Asia is close in age to Seima–Turbino, based on

current evidence (cf. Hanks et al. 2007 and White 2008). Fourth, a southern extension of

the Seima–Turbino metallurgical system has in fact already been identified in Gansu

(Fitzgerald-Huber 1995; Mei 2003). Fifth, the archaeological data in the terrain between

the Gansu and Thailand are not sufficient to allow us conclusively to evaluate the proposal

that the early bronze metallurgy in Southeast Asia was directly derivative of the Altai

tradition. Nevertheless, a transmission route can be posited at the very least to stimulate

directed archaeological research to test the proposal.

Northwest PRC

South of the Altai Mountains, Xinjiang and the Gansu corridor have been proposed as key

links in the transfer of bronze technology from western parts of Eurasia to the Huanghe

Central Plains (An Zhimin 1993, 1998, 2000; Ciarla 2007, p. 306; Fitzgerald-Huber 1995;

Higham 2002, p. 115; Linduff 2000; Mei 2003; Pigott and Ciarla 2007, pp. 76, 80; Sun and

Han 2000a, b). The general area, particularly eastern Qinhai and Gansu, is rich in non-

ferrous mineral resources. There is as yet no compelling evidence for a late third mil-

lennium Seima–Turbino metal tradition in Xinjiang.
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Qijia in Gansu However, in neighboring Gansu and Qinghai provinces there is the

remarkable Qijia culture where metallurgy reportedly of Seima–Turbino derivation has

been found (Fitzgerald-Huber 1995; Mei 2003). Beginning in the late third millennium BC

and extending into the early second millennium (Thorp 2006, p. 54; Mei [2003, p. 34]

gives 2300–1700 BC), the Qijia culture is notable for its relatively numerous metal finds of

more than one hundred copper, arsenical copper, and bronze artifacts. Finds include kni-

ves, awls, rings, mirrors, plaques, a flat axe, and several artifacts reflecting Seima–Turbino

types and casting techniques, in particular two deep-socketed axes, and a socketed spear

point. Fitzgerald-Huber (1995) first put forward the argument that the Qijia metals, par-

ticularly the deep-socketed axes and certain knives, indicated close contact with the

Seima–Turbino metalworkers. Mei (2003) discusses more recent finds, particularly a

socketed spear point with ‘diagnostic’ attributes identical to classic Seima–Turbino spear

points. Mei’s overview of the evidence further indicates that numerous interactions,

including a range of metallurgical borrowings, probably occurred among societies in

Gansu, Xinjiang, and southern Siberia in the late third to early second millennium BC.

As reviewed in detail in Fitzgerald-Huber’s (1995) article, Qijia sites reveal a note-

worthy combination of (a) material remains (metals), faunal remains (cattle, horse, and

donkey), and mortuary practices derivative of southern Siberian nomadic cultures, most

abundantly and clearly but not exclusively the Seima–Turbino, with (b) indigenous

practices (regional ceramic styles, sedentary agriculture), and (c) some eastern attributes

(scapulimancy, millet cultivation). To account for the archaeological evidence, she argues

for a:

…persistent form of contact between the two groups and the more or less sustained

presence in the vicinity of the Qijia settlements of northerners linked…to the Seima–

Turbino…. We can imagine that in time the Qijia accustomed themselves to their

visitors from the north and to matters of metal technology, adapting this technology

to their own purposes…(Fitzgerald-Huber 1995, pp. 51–52)

The route by which Seima–Turbino groups connected with Qijia may eventually be found

in Xinjiang, but Fitzgerald-Huber (1995, p. 51) says ‘a somewhat more probable route may

have led south along the Mongolian Altai and eventually have followed the Edsingol to the

Gansu Corridor’.

Another remarkable point about the Qijia is that not only did they maintain wide-

ranging contacts with neighboring cultures (Fitzgerald-Huber 2003; Mei 2003), but a Qijia

‘colony’ settlement has been identified at Damiaopo, over 1000 km to the northeast of the

main area of Qijia settlement in Gansu:

The main reason the Qijia journeyed the long distance to the northeast, and in some

cases settled there…almost certainly resides in…the circumstance that the Qijia were

the source of metal objects…. Moreover, the abundance of easily accessible copper

ore in the immediate vicinity of several Qijia settlements would suggest the likeli-

hood that the raw material of copper…became itself a commodity of trade with the

Northern Zone, destined for the production of metal objects by sedentary commu-

nities in that area (Fitzgerald-Huber 1995, p 36).

This long distance colony provides additional evidence that Bronze Age groups were

willing to move to distant regions and ‘set up shop’ while maintaining contact with the

home base over long distances with few or no intermediary settlements.

The Qijia evidence provides numerous insights into the Seima–Turbino phenomenon.

It supports the argument that competent metalworkers moved into territory occupied by
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other cultures and were apparently assimilated by the indigenous groups. They provided

expertise and probably training of locals in metalworking, including casting implements

characteristic of the metalworkers’ source culture (deep-socketed implements, certain

knives). They probably provided expertise in the mining and smelting of local ores. They

and/or other northern pastoralists also brought a suite of domesticated animals, including

the horse, which the hosts assimilated. Although the Qijia hosts were sedentary agri-

culturalists, they conducted extensive trade and sent out colonizing groups to great

distances from the home territory, probably in relation to metal exchange. In those

distant colonies, they may have provided raw material for sedentary village societies in

areas without local mineral resources and perhaps also conducted secondary processing

(melting and casting). The assimilation was prosperous and enduring, without marked

evidence for warfare.

Huanghe Central Plain

The turn of the third to second millennium BC finds only traces of copper-base artifacts in

the Huanghe Central Plain. The cultural period is terminal Longshan horizon, with Erlitou

beginning c. 1900 BC. Longshan sites in the Central Plain have a few copper and bronze

remains. Casting, forging, and some alloying were practised, but most casting (including

awls and other miscellaneous small pieces) was done in univalve molds. One flat axe with

a hole was cast in a bivalve mold (Yan 2000, p. 106). There are no metal weapons,

agricultural tools or bangles. One small copper bell was found in a late Longshan burial at

Taosi.

With Erlitou, the picture emerging is that, aside from the ubiquitous small artifact set

(awls, fish hooks, arrow heads, and small blades), large copper-base artifacts generally do

not reflect direct Seima–Turbino or any other Eurasian steppe prototypes. Rather, the

earliest large distinctive Erlitou castings (larger bells similar to the Taosi example, plaques

with inlaid turquoise, eventually vessels) appear to be of locally-derived shapes. Socketed

items are absent, and bivalve molds are used, but for flat castings (Yan 2000, p. 109). If

Erlitou bronze casting was influenced by upper Eurasian metallurgies, perhaps only a few

components were adopted (e.g. smelting ores and casting), but experimentation (‘guided

variation’) with indigenous shapes and purposes was important in the transmission process.

Most discussions imply that metal artifact production was a restricted activity controlled by

and for the élite in the emergent state (for example, Linduff 2000, pp. 20–21; Linduff and

Mei 2009). Although from a later context, Thorp (2006, pp. 168–169) notes for Shang that

bronze utilitarian tools are found in workshop debris, as are bone and shell tools. He also

notes that Shang foundries produced utilitarian bronze artifacts, but that was clearly not

their main function.

Details of the refractory aspects of the technology would assist in ascertaining whether

Erlitou metalworkers maintained two levels of metallurgy, one for élites and another for

the common folk or utilitarian items, producing more Eurasian-looking artifacts (perhaps

differentiated in crucible scale and workshop location). In any case, at present we cannot

point to close parallels in Erlitou contexts for the earliest evidence of bronze metallurgy in

Southeast Asia, the hollow-core cast spear head and adze, lost wax cast bangles, and small

spouted crucibles.

Continued investigation of possible sources for Erlitou copper-base metallurgy in Gansu

and in pastoral societies in areas north and west of the Huanghe Central Plain is an

important endeavor. For the purposes of this discussion, however, the Erlitou metallurgy

lacks signature Seima–Turbino copper-base socketed forms, especially the suspended core
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socket types, found in the Qijia and southern Siberian traditions. This absence further

undermines arguments that the Huanghe Central Plain is a likely source for the earliest

Southeast Asian metallurgy in the early second millennium BC.

Routes South—A Brief Proposal

Let us accept for the purposes of discussion the existence of at least an off-shoot of the

Seima–Turbino metals technological tradition in the Gansu corridor at the end of the third

millennium BC in the Qijia culture. The presence of horses in Qijia suggests a means of

long distance transportation that could assist in the rapid transport of the bearers of metals

technology. Did Seima–Turbino metallurgy stop its southward movement there? Archae-

ological data in the lands between Gansu and Thailand (western Sichuan and Yunnan) are

sparse, especially to the scholar who does not read Chinese. Nevertheless, one can glean

some possibilities from the literature.

First, is there any evidence that cultures in Gansu interacted with Sichuan to the south in

prehistoric times without going through the Huanghe Central Plain? Yang Meili (2002 as

translated by Lothar von Falkenhausen 2006, p. 213) says:

…communication from southern Gansu to northern Sichuan proceeded first down-

stream along the Bailong River and then joined the main road along the Jialing River.

Archaeological surveys along the Bailong River have revealed numerous prehistoric

sites of the Dadiwan, Majiayao, Qijia, and Siwa [Siba] cultures; Qijia and Siwa sites,

in particular, are distributed very close to northern Sichuan….

In short, apparently the Gansu–Sichuan connection was present even prior to Qijia times,

in pre-metal periods. Prehistoric avenues of communication and contact could have run

along river courses (Fig. 5), especially in rugged areas like the eastern rim of the

Himalayan Plateau. Moreover, as Seima–Turbino-trained metalworkers apparently

followed river courses in forested areas of upper Eurasia, it is reasonable to propose that

they would look along river courses as possible routes south. The Jialing River provides

access to the relatively flat Sichuan Basin and Chendu Plain, entering the Yangtze at

Chonqing.

There is less evidence for a c. 2000 BC Sichuan–Yunnan connection, but hypotheses

can be formulated on the basis of evidence in later periods. Yunnan is separated from

Sichuan by quite rugged terrain. Nevertheless, during the first millennium BC, the con-

nection of northwest Yunnan to Sichuan, Gansu, and the central Asian steppes is fairly

clear cut. Murowchick notes:

…the Bronze Age cultures of northwest Yunnan shared close affinities with the semi-

sedentary and nomadic cultures of western Sichuan, and possibly with contempo-

raneous cultures of the Gansu–Qinghai plain and the central Asian steppes….

Besides the distribution throughout this area of stone slab (cist) graves similar to

some of those just described in Yunnan, a number of specific bronze artifact types

suggest either close cultural contact across this wide area, or the transmission of

material goods through intermediaries….(Murowchick 1989, pp. 117–118).

A more extended discussion of western Yunnan’s early connections to the north through

Sichuan to the Eurasian steppes is provided by Chiou-Peng (1998). She stated (1998,

p. 299) that the entire area formed a distinct cultural continuum, sharing technology and art

as well as a mortuary tradition. It is clear from Chiou-Peng’s work (1998) that the western

axis of culture and communication was present from Lake Erhai to the Northern Zone
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during the second and first millennia BC. Some affinities noted with Qijia ceramics argue

for connections at least by the early second millennium BC (Chiou-Peng 1998, p. 295). The

earliest date for the establishment of such a communication route remains to be deter-

mined. Once in the Lake Erhai area there is easy access to both the Mekong and the Red

River drainages, and hence in theory to northeast Thailand and the Bac Bo region of

northern Vietnam, two areas where the earliest Southeast Asian copper-base artifacts are

found.

For the purposes of developing a transmission model consistent with the technological

and chronological evidence, we therefore hypothesize that metalworkers trained in the

Seima–Turbino metallurgical system traveled along this western route c. 2000 BC,

bypassing the Huanghe Central Plain. This model sees extremely rapid dispersal of met-

alworkers with Seima–Turbino training, not only to the west from the Altai to Finland, as

has long been recognized, but to the south as well. These metalworkers presumably

actively sought metal resources, so metal-rich Southeast Asia would be attractive. As their

social ethos apparently facilitated long distance travel and their assimilation with other

societies, they presumably trained locals in the fundamentals of their technology, and those

locals may have carried it forward and possibly further afield.

Fig. 5 Map of eastern Asia showing major sites, cultures, geographic regions, and rivers mentioned in the
text
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The proposed route of communication from upper Eurasia to Yunnan along the eastern

edge of the Himalayas, of great time depth, and bypassing the Huanghe Central Plain, is

not a new idea. Watson (1971, 1985, 1992) made similar observations more than 30 years

ago. He also pointed out the similarities of the Hiamenko and Huanghe socketed axes to

inner Asian and Siberian prototypes (Watson 1971, p. 103), and was impressed with the

earlier presence of lost wax casting outside of the Huanghe Central Plain.

Although the rapidity and directness of the technological transmission from southern

Siberia to the middle Mekong Basin may at first glance seem astonishing, the remarkable

similarity of the early Southeast Asian metals to the Seima–Turbino technology and

artifact repertoire argues that transmission was indeed both rapid and direct. The core

Seima–Turbino and southern Siberian technological, and many typological, elements are

all present—hollow-core casting of socketed implements in a single process, the artifact

repertoire of deep-socketed adze–axes, socketed spear points with midrib, bangles, fish-

hooks and arrow heads, preference for tin–bronze with minimal post-casting treatment,

bivalve molds with suspended cores, and lost wax casting. Not found are Seima–Turbino

decorative elements and certain kinds of knives, but these aspects may have been filtered

out (selected against) in Gansu, where many are also missing.

In contrast, the metallurgy of Huanghe Central Plain continued to receive input into its

metallurgical system through interactions with and borrowing from the nomadic groups in

the Northern Zone (Pigott and Ciarla 2007), resulting in the Shang-period appearance of

suspended core castings of deep-socketed axes. The evidence from Thailand, on the other

hand, suggests initial transmission occurred during a brief and limited period. Thereafter,

the prehistoric Southeast Asian metalworkers maintained and eventually elaborated the

same technological regime and style they had adopted initially. After 1500 BC, the Khao

Wong Prachan valley technological system emerged, although whether it is a local inno-

vation or a transmitted one, perhaps from areas north (Ciarla 2007; Pigott and Ciarla 2007),

is not yet clear. Either way, its finished product repertoire bears some evidence of conti-

nuity of technological style with the earlier tradition in the continued use of cast blind

sockets on adze–axe-like items, even if they are diminutive and possibly non-utilitarian

implements. Finally, the similarity of the early Southeast Asian copper-base artifacts to the

Seima–Turbino/Qijia technological system, together with lack of evidence for input from

the slightly later Andronovo or Siba technological systems (that had a wider range of forms

and greater use of forging, for example, of bangles: Chernykh 1992, p. 213), supports

timing of transmission of bronze metallurgy to Thailand to a pre-Andronovo period of

technological expansion, which would be also compatible with a date around 2000 BC.

Conclusions and Future Research Priorities

This paper proposes a new interpretation for the source of the earliest bronze metallurgy in

Southeast Asia. Drawing on cultural transmission approaches, a technological transmission

argument is developed that incorporates current evidence on metal technological systems

in Eurasia, social contexts for transmission, and current chronological evidence from

Southeast Asia and Eurasia for the earliest appearance of metalworking. This evidence

points to southern Siberia as the main source of the Southeast Asian metallurgical system

in the early second millennium BC. In particular, characteristic traits of the Seima–Turbino

metallurgical tradition of tin-bronze alloys, single process hollow-core cast deep-socketed

adzes and spear points, and lost wax casting of ornaments appear in Southeast Asia,

particularly prehistoric Thailand, around 2000 BC. The limited repertoire of the early
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Southeast Asian metal artifacts is therefore seen as a product of relatively direct and

complete transmission of the southern Siberian technological system, not as a product of

gradual down-the-line filtering out of Sinitic forms and technologies at the periphery

of Huanghe states as some (Pigott and Ciarla 2007) have argued. Such rapid transmission

of the southern Siberian metallurgical system may appear at first glance remarkable. But

considering that other rapid long distance transmissions were associated with other areas

receiving a Seima–Turbino technological package at about the same time, the possibilities

proposed seem worthy of further study. The Southeast Asian example may help prehis-

torians reassess gradualist assumptions for technology transfer in prehistoric times. How

metallurgy got to Thailand is, we propose, a story that defies traditional archaeological

gradualist expectations and provides new insights into prehistoric events, societies, and

processes.

However, there are vast gaps in archaeological data between the Eurasian steppes and

Southeast Asia that need to be filled before the argument presented here can be considered

demonstrated. We hope that filling those gaps can be a priority in the future. The most

exciting archaeology of the next decade in eastern Asia may be along the river systems

extending out of the southeastern foothills of the Himalayas. In addition to simply more

archaeology, particularly along the major drainage systems of southern and western PRC,

two immediate efforts would contribute greatly to the investigation of the sources of met-

allurgy throughout Eurasia: (1) more detailed reporting, technological analysis, and publi-

cation of refractory components of metals technology; and (2) historical linguistic research

on vocabulary related to metals and metal artifact production in eastern Asian languages.

From our point of view, the critical question concerning the source of bronze tech-

nology in Southeast Asia revolves around the source for the Southeast Asian metal

refractory technology. Publication of crucible evidence has been neglected by archaeolo-

gists working in East Asia. At best, site publications mention the presence of crucibles, but

provide few illustrations and no technical analyses of fabric, residues, vitrification, or other

evidence of use without which the role of the crucibles cannot be meaningfully judged.

Nonetheless, it is here suggested that when metals technology is transmitted, successful

transmission of refractory technological style is probably a crucial component. Thus

refractory technology is the key to determining the source of Southeast Asian metallurgy,

including both the Sinocentric and the rapid Eurasian technological expansion models. In

particular the Seima–Turbino refractory technological system needs to be reconstructed

across its range to see if the type of mobile, ‘one crucible serves all molten metal needs’

model we find in northeast Thailand was a part of the Seima–Turbino technological

package, facilitating its rapid spread. The refractories used to produce utilitarian and local

items in Huanghe and Yangtze basins, as well as Lingnan and Bac Bo need to be identified,

scientifically studied, and published. In addition, historical linguistics, physical anthro-

pology, and faunal studies, in particular of the distribution of domesticated horses, are

needed in order to holistically understand the nature of the prehistoric links between

southern Siberia, western PRC, and Southeast Asia.

In the end, we will consider this paper successful if it stimulates not only debate but

research. Not only should researchers look for data that can clarify the north (Gansu) to

south (Sichuan–Yunnan–middle Mekong Basin) cultural interactions in prehistoric times,

but also excavate, analyze, and publish (with illustrations!) well-dated in situ metallurgical

evidence, including crucibles, smithies, furnaces, metal processing byproducts, and ana-

lytical data. Only with the publication of these kinds of data, along with the application of

up-to-date technological transmission concepts, will we begin to understand how Southeast

Asia acquired its distinctive metallurgical tradition.
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